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10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION, REVISED AND UPDATED In this new edition of their classic business fable, Ken Blanchard and Mark Miller
get at the heart of what makes a leader successful. Newly promoted but struggling young executive Debbie Brewster asks her mentor the one
question she desperately needs answered: “What is the secret of great leaders?” His reply—“great leaders serve”—flummoxes her, but over
time he reveals the five fundamental ways that leaders succeed through service. Along the way she learns: • Why great leaders seem
preoccupied with the future • How people on the team ultimately determine your success or failure • What three arenas require continuous
improvement • Why true success in leadership has two essential components • How to knowingly strengthen—or unwittingly
destroy—leadership credibility The tenth anniversary edition includes a leadership self-assessment so readers can measure to what extent
they lead by serving and where they can improve. The authors also have added answers to the most frequently asked questions about how
to apply the SERVE model in the real world. As practical as it is uplifting, The Secret shares Blanchard’s and Miller’s wisdom about
leadership in a form that anyone can easily understand and implement. This book will benefit not only those who read it but also the people
who look to them for guidance and the organizations they serve.
What makes a good leader? Author and CEO of Ron Blue & Co, Russ Crosson knows--and he learned the hard way. From his experience
Russ offers not another "how-to" book on leadership, but a why-to book that will help you succeed in more important ways than you ever
imagined.
***A WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER*** From the organizational experts at FranklinCovey, an essential guide to becoming the great
manager every team deserves. A practical must-read, FranklinCovey’s Everyone Deserves a Great Manager is the essential guide for the
millions of people all over the world making the challenging and rewarding leap to manager. Based on nearly a decade of research on what
makes managers successful—and includes new ways of thinking, tips and techniques—this volume has been field-tested with hundreds of
thousands of managers all over the world. Organized under four main roles every manager is expected to fill, Everyone Deserves a Great
Manager focuses on how to lead yourself, people, teams, and change. Readers can start anywhere and go everywhere with this
guide—depending on their current problem or time constraint. They can pick up a helpful tip in ten minutes or glean an entire skillset with
deeper reading. The goal is for the busy manager to know what to do and how to do it without interrupting their regular workflow. Each role
highlights the current, authentic problems managers face and briefly explores the limiting mindsets or common mistakes that led to those
problems. With skill-based chapters that cover managerial skills like one-on-ones, giving feedback, delegating, hiring, building team culture,
and leading remote teams, the book also includes more than thirty unique tools, such as a prep worksheets and a list of behavioral questions
for your next interview. An approachable, engaging style using real-world stories, Everyone Deserves a Great Manager provides the blueprint
for becoming the great manager every team deserves.
Dr. Hans Finzel knows from personal experience the key success factors in every new leader's journey. He shows readers: The two most
important words in a leader's vocabulary The skills a leader needs to communicate effectively Why today's effective leaders lead with
vulnerability The contrast between servant leadership and slave leadership How to lead with both passion and humility The difference
between making a mark and leaving a legacy In this eminently practical book, new leaders in business, education, ministry, and the church
will discover how to lead well and love what they do.
This book is unlike any other management book on the market. In a crowded market place full of well-intentioned books with advice and
guidance on how to be a better leader, The Terrible Leader goes completely against the grain.
From the New York Times–bestselling author of The Great Leader and Legends of the Fall: a retired detective confronts the sins of man in
rural Michigan. In The Great Leader, Mark Twain Award–winning author Jim Harrison introduced readers to the hard-drinking, nearly-retired
Detective Sunderson. In this darkly comic follow-up, Sunderson takes stock of his past, while his outlaw neighbors bring new havoc to his
doorstep. To flee his troubles, Detective Sunderson buys a hunting cabin in a remote area of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. But with neighbors
like the Ames family, there is no peace to be found. Armed to the teeth, the Ameses have local law enforcement too intimidated to take them
on. Then Sunderson’s cleaning lady, a comely young Ames woman, is murdered, and black sheep brother Lemuel Ames seeks
Sunderson’s advice on a crime novel he’s writing which may not be fiction. In a story shot through with wit, bedlam, and Sunderson’s
contemplation of the seven deadly sins, The Big Seven is a superb reminder of why Jim Harrison is “one of the finest writers of the past halfcentury” (The Washington Times).
Seminary president Jeff Iorg believes that character, and character development, are essential foundations for effective leaders. In The
Character of Leadership, he writes about how God ever shapes character in the life of every leader, and in relation, how continual spiritual
formation is a process to which every good leader must pay close attention. Iorg puts insightful chapter-long emphasis on nine important
character-shaping qualities that help readers in “becoming the leader God intends me to be rather than doing the leading God intends me to
do.” The nine qualities are: Integrity, Security, Purity, Humility, Servanthood, Wisdom, Discipline, Courage, and Passion. Endorsements: Rick
Warren, author of The Purpose-Driven Life "Jeff Iorg defines lasting leadership as character, not capacity or competency. The making of a
great leader is built on what God intends you to be rather than doing the leading God intends for you to do. His purpose is first and foremost
to shape you into the image of Jesus, the greatest leader of all time." James T. Draper, Jr., president emeritus, LifeWay Christian Resources
"An enormous contribution to the critical area of ministry and leadership. A must read for every ministry that strives for excellence. I
recommend it without reservation." J. Robert White, executive director, Georgia Baptist Convention "Iorg is imminently qualified to write this
volume on leadership . . . the chapters on integrity and purity are very much needed in our times and worth the investment of your time."
The Secret of Becoming a Great Leader like Rasulullah! Do you want to become a great leader but do not know how? This book will show
you step-by-step, in an easy-to-understand and straightforward way, how to become a great leader-just like Prophet Muhammad SAW. If you
were to measure leadership by impact, you could readily name Muhammad ibn Abdullah. Not only did he move armies, dislodge empires,
enact new legislations, convert multitude of men, he also subverted superstitions, overthrew false deities, altered religions, and revived souls
and beliefs. He had all the power without the means to it; he had no bodyguards, no fortresses, no fixed revenues, no pretensions, and no
luxuries. Yet he was able to forge a vast empire whose subjects hold utter devotion to God and His Messenger. If greatness of purpose,
smallness of means, and astounding results are the three criteria of human genius, who could dare to compare any great man in modern
history with Muhammad? Philosopher, Orator, Apostle, Legislator, Warrior, Conqueror of Ideas, Restorer of Rational beliefs... The Founder of
twenty terrestrial empires and of one Spiritual Empire - that is Muhammad. As regards all standards by which human greatness may be
measured, we may ask, is there any man greater than he? This book will walk you through the Rasulullah's secret formula of great
leadership. After reading this book, you will know how to become a great leader, for example how to: 1.Possess the essentials of great
leadership; 2.Understand the basics of great leadership; 3.Set direction and strategy; 4.Create a unified system; 5.Build a strong culture;
6.Organise the change; and 7.Forge the future. As the result, you will surely become a great leader who can profoundly transform your
ummah and achieve greatness for you, your organisation, and your people!
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"This book considers the history of North Korea's foreign relations with the Third World and the ways in which the regime
in Pyongyang established ideological, military, and diplomatic ties with postcolonial African, southern Asian, and Latin
American nations"-WINNER: CMI Management Book of the Year 2019 - Aspiring Leaders Category The best leaders are born, not made.
The best leaders are always in control. The best leaders are those with the highest IQs. But are they really? The thinking
surrounding what makes the greatest leaders is increasingly muddled by stereotypes, snake oil promises and pseudoscience. The best leaders rely on fact, not fads. Myths of Leadership blasts away the fluff and confronts false legends
head on. Jo Owen uses the most credible research to analyze each myth, using international business case studies,
leadership theory and insightful interviews, to uncover the truth. This is a compelling and practical examination of the
most pervasive misconceptions about leadership that will help you elevate your own leadership abilities, better inspire
your team and empower your organization by thinking differently. Entertaining but evidence-based, Myths of Leadership
throws out the management jargon and skewers over-hyped leadership trends to bring you the best practical tips you
need to become a better leader.
Are you tired of following others? Of working hard but not getting ahead? Does changing your situation to become the
leader of your own life seem difficult? It doesn t have to be. You can start right now with little things like caring for your
family, being charitable, controlling your temper, and pursuing additional opportunities to develop your leadership
attributes. Author Matt Jenkins, hardworking, middle class soldier turned entrepreneur is here to help. His book walks you
through every step in achieving a leadership role in your life so you can pursue your dreams and inspire others to follow
you. In this book, you will see how to practice attributes that will provide a path for you to go from being a follower who is
running with the crowd, to being the great leader you have always wanted to be. You will see the little things you can do
today. Even if you are not currently in a leadership position, you can use these attributes to build your leadership ability
for the future.
“A wild ride . . . [and] a thoroughly enjoyable tale of religion, sex and money . . . this is not your grandfather’s detective
novel” (Tim McNulty, The Seattle Times). New York Times–bestselling author Jim Harrison has won international acclaim
for his masterful body of work, including Returning to Earth, Legends of the Fall, and over thirty books of fiction,
nonfiction, and poetry. In this enthralling, witty and expertly crafted novel, he follows one man on a hunt for an elusive cult
founder, dubbed “The Great Leader.” On the verge of retirement, Detective Sunderson begins to investigate a hedonistic
cult, which has set up camp near his home in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. At first, the self-declared Great Leader seems
merely a harmless oddball, but as Sunderson and his sixteen-year-old sidekick dig deeper, they find him more intelligent
and sinister than they realized. Recently divorced and frequently pickled in alcohol, Sunderson tracks his quarry from the
woods of Michigan to a town in Arizona, filled with criminal border-crossers, and on to Nebraska, where the Great
Leader’s most recent recruits have gathered to glorify his questionable religion. But Sunderson’s demons are also in
pursuit of him. “Jim Harrison is unsurpassed at chronicling man’s relationship with wilderness . . . The Great Leader is
hugely enjoyable.” —Tom Bissell, Outside Magazine
"Essays, poems, songs, folkloric anecdotes and photographs celebrating the myth of Mao. ... The editor supplies an
insightful, and cohesing introduction". -- Reference & Research Book News "(A) highly entertaining and informative
collection of translations of official, admiring, tacky, but sometimes also highly critical writings, and illustrations of objects,
all featuring Mao. ... A must-have book for everybody interested in contemporary China, Mao, and his legacy now and in
the future". -- China Information
Discover how to enable strategic change efforts by relying on your best people In Amplifiers, entrepreneur and expert
management and technology consultant Tom Finegan delivers an insightful new way to think about human behavior in
the execution of corporate transformations. Through an exploration of the career journeys of several leaders and
analyses of “True Amplifiers” in action, the book demonstrates how to deliver strategic and transformative change by
relying on the efforts of key, exemplary followers. This important book: Explains the different ways that being a true
amplifier is experienced by different ethnicities and genders Describes the “Cell Concept” of amplifiers, and how they
interact with other stakeholders of your organization Discusses the work of amplifiers across global industries and
organizations Perfect for executives, managers, and other business leaders responsible for change management and
strategic execution, Amplifiers also belongs on the bookshelves of anyone who hopes to contribute to or lead
organizations as they change direction.
When asked to define the ideal leader, many would emphasize traits such as intelligence, toughness, determination, and
vision—the qualities traditionally associated with leadership. Often left off the list are softer, more personal qualities—but
they are also essential. Although a certain degree of analytical and technical skill is a minimum requirement for success,
studies indicate that emotional intelligence may be the key attribute that distinguishes outstanding performers from those
who are merely adequate. Psychologist and author Daniel Goleman first brought the term "emotional intelligence" to a
wide audience with his 1995 book of the same name, and Goleman first applied the concept to business with a 1998
classic Harvard Business Review article. In his research at nearly 200 large, global companies, Goleman found that truly
effective leaders are distinguished by a high degree of emotional intelligence. Without it, a person can have first-class
training, an incisive mind, and an endless supply of good ideas, but he or she still won't be a great leader. The chief
components of emotional intelligence—self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, empathy, and social skill—can sound
unbusinesslike, but Goleman found direct ties between emotional intelligence and measurable business results. The
Harvard Business Review Classics series offers you the opportunity to make seminal Harvard Business Review articles a
part of your permanent management library. Each highly readable volume contains a groundbreaking idea that continues
to shape best practices and inspire countless managers around the world—and will have a direct impact on you today and
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for years to come.
Great Leader, Dear Leader is an expose of North Korea under the Kim clan - Great Leader Kim Il Sung and his son, Dear
Leader Kim Jong Il. It traces the origin of the regimes ideology and investigates its attempts to fill the empty state coffers
through missile technology sales and other unorthodox schemes. It examines the regime's relations with South Korea,
the countrywide famine and the juche ideal, the "military first" policy, and the nuclear weapons programme. Bertil Lintner
demystifies rather than demonizes the least known of the "Axis of Evil" countries by taking us behind the wall of secrecy
and the many misperceptions that surround North Korea. He interviews Koreans from both sides of the divided peninsula,
as well as ethnic Koreans in Japan and leading Korea experts, to present an analysis of what has been happening in this
shrouded country, and what we might expect in the future.
As a serial entrepreneur, Kevin Kruse has seen time and again that the leadership practices that actually work are the
opposite of what is commonly taught and implemented. Close Your Open Door Policy shows how a contrarian approach
can be a better, faster, and easier way to succeed as a leader. Chapter by chapter, Kruse focuses on a piece of popular
wisdom, then shows with real-world case studies and quantitative research that the opposite approach will lead to better
results, encouraging leaders to play favorites, stay out of meetings, and, of course, close their open doors.
What makes a great leader? Every great leader has his or her style and qualities that set them apart from other leaders.
These qualities are what makes them succeed. In this book, I will show you 7 leadership qualities of great leaders that
you can follow today. Download this book now and learn the best leadership qualities from the successful leaders!
Primarily intended as a tool for assistant pastors, church staff members and Christian school teachers, but its principles
apply to most anyone who is in a postion of following another. Whether we be church members, church workers or even
employees in some business, be have certain resonsibilites as followers to be a genuine help to our leaders. Leaders are
not born. They are made by God's grace and power. However, they are also strengthened and solidified by those who
follow them, those who are willing to faithfully stand Behind Every Great Leader.
Outlines a revisionist approach to management that instructs business leaders to think positively and become more
effective by adopting a policy of non-interference for high performers, facilitating without micromanaging and creating a
culture of independence and trust. 20,000 first printing.
A go-to guide for early years professionals, this book will help you to enhance your leadership skills. How to Be a Great
Leader in Early Years enables you to reflect on your approach to leadership. In doing so it allows you to identify the
qualities that make you a good leader and to think about ways to improve. Drawing on insights gained from founding her
own award-winning childcare service, Jennie Johnson offers a range of practical strategies to help you become a better
leader, inspire others and maintain a first-rate service. This book is for anyone with an interest in how outstanding
childcare settings are led, including nursery owners, nursery managers, unit/room leaders and early years practitioners.
As a leader, changing your mind has always been perceived as a weakness. Not anymore. In a world that’s changing
faster than ever, successful leaders realize that a genuine willingness to change their own minds is the ultimate
competitive advantage. Drawing on evidence from social science, history, politics, and more, business consultant Al
Pittampalli reveals why confidence, consistency, and conviction, are increasingly becoming liabilities—while humility,
inconsistency, and radical open-mindedness are powerful leadership assets. In Persuadable, you’ll learn how Ray Dalio
became the most successful hedge fund manager in the world by strategically curbing confidence. How Alan Mullaly
saved Ford Motor Company, not by staying the course, but by continually changing course. How one Nobel Prize-winning
scientist discovered the cause of ulcers by bravely doubting his own entrenched beliefs. You’ll learn how Billy Graham’s
change of heart helped propel the civil rights movement, and how a young NFL linebacker’s radical new position may
prove to alter the world of professional football as we know it. Pittampalli doesn’t just explain why you should be
persuadable. Distilling cutting edge research from cognitive and social psychology, he shows you precisely how. Rife with
actionable advice, Persuadable is an invaluable guide for today’s data-driven, results-oriented leader.
Examines how Kim Il Sung grabbed power and plunged his country into war against the United States while the youngest
fighter pilot in his air force was playing a high-risk game of deception--and escape. As Kim ascended from Soviet puppet
to godlike ruler, No Kum Sok noisily pretended to love his Great Leader. That is, until he swiped a Soviet MiG-15 and
delivered it to the Americans, not knowing they were offering a $100,000 bounty for the warplane (the equivalent of
nearly one million dollars today).
• Dr. Phil Pringle is a successful pastor and apostle establishing over 200 churches worldwide, and he is endorsed by
many strong Christian leaders including Joyce Meyer, Bill Hybels, and Brian Houston! • Based on the scriptural principle
of servant leadership, this book will be a “must-have” for pastors and their staffs, church leaders, and ministries
everywhere! • Dr. Phil Pringle is featured on American television including Enjoying Everyday Life with Joyce Meyer and
This is Your Day with Benny Hinn.
A visit to Ankara, Turkey, would include a trip to Anitkabir, the burial site of Turkey’s founder and first president, Ataturk. The
massive stone building houses numerous sculptures and a large ceremonial plaza and is surrounded by an elaborate park. Ataturk
is far from the only former leader to be remembered by such decorative means. Since the beginning of human history, societies
have built tombs and mausoleums to house the remains of people who changed the course of history. These grave sites exist not
only as sites of memory for different cultures, but also serve the political needs of subsequent regimes. Tracing the development of
the political burial places since the Bronze Age tumuli, Tombs of the Great Leaders explores what attracts pilgrimages to these
sites, how politics play out in these locations, how they convey meaning and safeguard a person’s immortality, and how history is
commemorated through these structures. Looking in depth at tombs built in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, Gwendolyn
Leick surveys the history of these modern leaders, their deaths, and the creation of the mausoleums. She traverses the globe,
investigating the memorial sites of Communist leaders such as Lenin, Mao Zedong, Ho Chi Minh, and Kim Il-Sung; Fascist rulers
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Franco and Mussolini; and founding fathers of new nations, including Ziaur Rahman in Dhaka, Mohammed Ali Jinnah in Karachi,
and Sun Yat-sen in Nanjing. Leick describes the experience of visiting the sites, the responses they elicit, and the context in which
they are viewed today. Combining history, architecture, and travel writing, Tombs of the Great Leaders is a revealing study of the
self-perpetuation of politicians, despots, and dictators alike.
The Great LeaderA NovelOpen Road + Grove/Atlantic
Master the essential skill set of the truly effective leader The Leadership Journey charts a course through four critical areas of
being a great leader. Written by Korn Ferry CEO Gary Burnison, this book brings world-renown people and talent development
expertise to bear in a discussion about 'good' versus 'great' leadership. Successful leadership at any level is about getting results,
but how do the best of the best manage to consistently deliver bigger and better things? This book shares the 'secret sauce' of
successful leadership, and provides an actionable framework for discovering—and developing—your own leadership skills and
potential. Anyone can have the right hands-on skills, but true leadership finesse lies in the much tougher realm of developing selfawareness to lead yourself first ('Look in the Mirror'); navigating by a fixed point of personal and organizational purpose ('Embody
Purpose'); journeying with others who want to follow you ('Don't Walk Alone'); and plotting a course that's beyond the line of sight
of what everyone sees ('Navigate Beyond the Horizon'). By distilling the broad and complex topic of leadership into highly
accessible points and discussions, The Leadership Journey is perfect traveling companion for everyone along the leadership path.
Effective leaders help people do more—and become more—than even they ever thought possible. This book gives you a practical
framework for becoming the kind leader your team needs to succeed. Master the key elements of great leadership Understand
why hard skills aren't enough Learn how to motivate and lead others Achieve more by helping others inspire and empower
themselves Grounded in practical and proven real-world experience, this invaluable guide packs a powerful punch. When it comes
to great leadership, reaching your destination requires a precise, well-planned journey that covers all critical ground. The
Leadership Journey gives you a clear roadmap with expert direction and world-class advice.
With a New Foreword The heartwrenching New York Times bestseller about the only known person born inside a North Korean
prison camp to have escaped. North Korea’s political prison camps have existed twice as long as Stalin’s Soviet gulags and
twelve times as long as the Nazi concentration camps. No one born and raised in these camps is known to have escaped. No one,
that is, except Shin Dong-hyuk. In Escape From Camp 14, Blaine Harden unlocks the secrets of the world’s most repressive
totalitarian state through the story of Shin’s shocking imprisonment and his astounding getaway. Shin knew nothing of civilized
existence—he saw his mother as a competitor for food, guards raised him to be a snitch, and he witnessed the execution of his
mother and brother. The late “Dear Leader” Kim Jong Il was recognized throughout the world, but his country remains sealed as
his third son and chosen heir, Kim Jong Eun, consolidates power. Few foreigners are allowed in, and few North Koreans are able
to leave. North Korea is hungry, bankrupt, and armed with nuclear weapons. It is also a human rights catastrophe. Between
150,000 and 200,000 people work as slaves in its political prison camps. These camps are clearly visible in satellite photographs,
yet North Korea’s government denies they exist. Harden’s harrowing narrative exposes this hidden dystopia, focusing on an
extraordinary young man who came of age inside the highest security prison in the highest security state. Escape from Camp 14
offers an unequalled inside account of one of the world’s darkest nations. It is a tale of endurance and courage, survival and hope.
The Secret introduced people around the world to a profound yet seemingly contradictory concept: to lead is to serve. With that as
the foundation Great Leaders Grow takes the next step, showing leaders how to ensure that they'll be able to effectively serve
throughout their careers. The Secret's protagonist, Debbie Brewster, now an accomplished leader herself, becomes a mentor to
Blake, her former mentor's son. She teaches him not just how to lead, but emphasizes the critical importance of continually
learning and developing his leadership abilities throughout his career. She identifies four areas in which every leader must
continue to GROW - Gain Knowledge (of themselves, others, their industry and the field of leadership); Reach Out to Others, both
formally and informally; Open their World, at work and outside of work; and Walk toward Wisdom (through self-evaluation,
feedback, counsel and over time). This book is for any leader in any organization that needs more and better leaders faster. Its
blueprint for culture transformation is a simple yet revolutionary path to sustainable achievement.
8 Keys to Becoming A Great Leader Great leadership is an art. It is the art of achieving progress through the involvement and
actions of others. This is why great leaders are strong in both leading people and leading for results, while good leaders typically
lead only one or the other.In this book Global Leadership Development Facilitator Steven B. Howard uses three icons from pop
culture - Special Agent Leroy Jethro Gibbs, Jedi Master Yoda and swashbuckling Captain Jack Sparrow - to demonstrate his 8
Keys to Great Leadership: Personal Leadership PhilosophyLeadership Mindset Core Set of Leadership Behaviors Aligned With
The Organization's Culture Leading Teams and People Leading People Development Leading For Results Ensuring Accountability
Communicating as a Leader The leadership mindset, behaviors and techniques of these three fictional characters will enable
readers to develop their own leadership beliefs, skills and behaviors.
From one of the world's preeminent political historians, a magisterial study of political leadership around the world from the advent
of parliamentary democracy to the age of Obama. All too frequently, leadership is reduced to a simple dichotomy: the strong
versus the weak. Yet, there are myriad ways to exercise effective political leadership--as well as different ways to fail. We blame
our leaders for economic downfalls and praise them for vital social reforms, but rarely do we question what makes some leaders
successful while others falter. In this magisterial and wide-ranging survey of political leadership over the past hundred years,
renowned Oxford politics professor Archie Brown challenges the widespread belief that strong leaders--meaning those who
dominate their colleagues and the policy-making process--are the most successful and admirable. In reality, only a minority of
political leaders will truly make a lasting difference. Though we tend to dismiss more collegial styles of leadership as weak, it is
often the most cooperative leaders who have the greatest impact. Drawing on extensive research and decades of political analysis
and experience, Brown illuminates the achievements, failures and foibles of a broad array of twentieth century politicians. Whether
speaking of redefining leaders like Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Lyndon Johnson, and Margaret Thatcher, who expanded the limits
of what was politically possible during their time in power, or the even rarer transformational leaders who played a decisive role in
bringing about systemic change--Charles de Gaulle, Mikhail Gorbachev and Nelson Mandela, among them--Brown challenges our
commonly held beliefs about political efficacy and strength. Overturning many of our assumptions about the twentieth century's
most important figures, Brown's conclusions are both original and enlightening. The Myth of the Strong Leader compels us to
reassess the leaders who have shaped our world - and to reconsider how we should choose and evaluate those who will lead us
into the future.
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So many contemporary leadership philosophies, even within the church, are based on worldly examples of success. These
methods force church leaders to become businesslike CEOs, dramatic visionaries, or savvy stategists abandoning their true
calling as teachers. This book calls readers to be what the Bible empowers them to be, teachers who follow Christ's example of
leading by serving, suffering, and sacrificing for the sake of others.
Since it was first published to wide acclaim in 1992, the bestselling Leadership Jazz has firmly placed itself among the great
business classics. Former President Bill Clinton called it “astonishing,” and the late Peter Drucker advised, “Read this slowly. This
book is wisdom in action.” Now updated for first time in well over a decade, this powerful book reveals why today, more than ever,
leadership is more an art than a science. Today’s best leaders, De Pree says, are attuned to the needs and ideas of their
followers, and even step aside at times to be followers themselves. Filled with insightful stories from De Pree’s experience as the
chairman of Herman Miller and from people he’s met along the way, Leadership Jazz reveals how to: • Hold people accountable
and give them space to reach their potential • See the needs of employees and those of the company as the same • Inspire
change and innovation • Work effectively with creative people Complete with an extensive new introduction from De Pree on why
his philosophy is more relevant now than ever before, Leadership Jazz gives you an entirely new way to look at the difficult job of
leader.
What if you learned that to lead well, you’d need to live like a drug addict? During treatment for drug addiction, Michael BrodyWaite learned three principles that became the difference between life and death: Practice rigorous authenticity Surrender the
outcome Do uncomfortable work Leaving rehab, Michael entered the workplace where he was shocked to see most business
leaders doing what he had been taught would kill him. He began to see striking similarities between drug addiction and what he
calls “mask addiction.” Leaders everywhere were hiding their authentic selves in order to get what they wanted. They were doing
things like: Saying yes when they could say no Hiding their weaknesses Avoiding difficult conversations Holding back their unique
perspectives Instead of chasing drugs, leaders were chasing professional, financial, and social success from behind a mask—to the
detriment of themselves and the people around them. Thanks to his recovery, Michael’s three principles gave him an unlikely
competitive advantage throughout his career, resulting in a level of success unexpected for a “drug addict.” In Great Leaders Live
Like Drug Addicts, Michael explains what drug addicts do to recover and provides a step-by-step program you can use to break
free from your mask addiction to thrive in both work and life. He equips you with the tools you need to live and lead maskfree—tools to enable you to stop following others, lead yourself, and become one of the dynamic, growing, authentic leaders this
world desperately needs.
Join the global movement that's making corporations more people-centric to achieve great results. The world is facing a global
leadership crisis. Seventy-seven percent of leaders think they do a good job of engaging their people, yet 88 percent of employees
say their leaders don't engage enough. There is also a high level of suffering in the workplace: 35 percent of employees would
forgo a pay raise to see their leaders fired. This is an enormous waste of human talent--despite the fact that $46 billion is spent
each year on leadership development. Based on extensive research, including assessments of more than 35,000 leaders and
interviews with 250 C-level executives, The Mind of the Leader concludes that organizations and leaders aren't meeting
employees' basic human needs of finding meaning, purpose, connection, and genuine happiness in their work. But more than a
description of the problem, The Mind of the Leader offers a radical, yet practical, solution. To solve the leadership crisis,
organizations need to put people at the center of their strategy. They need to develop managers and executives who lead with
three core mental qualities: mindfulness, selflessness, and compassion. Using real-world inspirational examples from Marriott,
Accenture, McKinsey & Company, LinkedIn, and many more, The Mind of the Leader shows how this new kind of leadership turns
conventional leadership thinking upside down. It represents a radical redefinition of what it takes to be an effective leader--and a
practical, hard-nosed solution to every organization's engagement and execution problems.
NOW AN OWL (Outstanding Work of Literature) Leadership Award Winner! Every great leader is a great storyteller. As a
manager, CEO, or team leader, how can you innovatively engage your employees so that they understand where your
organization came from, where it's going, and how you're going to get there? How can you connect with your customers in a way
that makes them believe in your company as passionately as you do? Paul Smith is one of the world's leading experts in business
storytelling. He teaches people how to be more effective leaders by communicating their company's important mission, inspiring
creativity, and earning the trust of valued stakeholders. The 10 Stories Great Leaders Tell explores the journey behind success,
and breaks down not just the importance of your company's story but how to craft compelling ones of your own.
You never dreamed being the boss would be so hard. You're caught in a web of conflicting expectations from subordinates, your
supervisor, peers, and customers. You're not alone. As Linda Hill and Kent Lineback reveal in Being the Boss, becoming an
effective manager is a painful, difficult journey. It's trial and error, endless effort, and slowly acquired personal insight. Many
managers never complete the journey. At best, they just learn to get by. At worst, they become terrible bosses. This new book
explains how to avoid that fate, by mastering three imperatives: · Manage yourself: Learn that management isn't about getting
things done yourself. It's about accomplishing things through others. · Manage a network: Understand how power and influence
work in your organization and build a network of mutually beneficial relationships to navigate your company's complex political
environment. · Manage a team: Forge a high-performing "we" out of all the "I"s who report to you. Packed with compelling stories
and practical guidance, Being the Boss is an indispensable guide for not only first-time managers but all managers seeking to
master the most daunting challenges of leadership.
We tried to find some evidence - honestly we did. But in the end we had to publish a blank book! So feel free to use it for your own
notes and journaling. Makes a wonderful, unique gift.
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